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Pretty much the only reason I would run for office is so
that I could work on tax policy. Through my lens on the
world, most of these crazy scandals and societal problems
look a lot like bad tax policy. The Bribes for Admissions
scandal has it everywhere (THREAD):

TAX POLICY 1: Annual tuition for major universities is up in $50,000-$75,000 range

- a range that almost no normal working people can afford. ONLY the very wealthy

can go without being burdened by massive debt. The interest on that debt goes to the

very wealthy, of course.

TAX POLICY 2: Tuition inflation is driven mostly by the decrease in Government

funding for Universities. College budgets are starved because the GOP around the

nation has starved education funding by slashing/capping tax. This is dangerously

short term thinking.

TAX POLICY 3: Colleges have tried to make up shortfall by seeking wealthy, out of

state students -stealing seats from qualified in-state residents (like my sons). Inviting

in THE VERY WEALTHY, especially foreign wealth from rogue states is an invitation

to espionage and bribery

TAX POLICY 4: Creating highly competitive admissions only for the very wealthy

INVITES CORRUPTION, because apparently its no big thing for the very wealthy to

drop 15 to 500G to get their little princlings into the school of their choice.

TAX POLICY 5: The very wealthy that drop bribes ARE SO BRAZEN WITH THEIR

TAX FRAUD AND LACK OF CHARITY that they WROTE THE BRIBES OFF AS

CHARITY. Fers.

TAX POLICY 6: So let's go back to TAXING THE WEALTHY and lowering

EVERYONE'S tuition like we did when we built the best university system in the

goddamn world.

TAX POLICY 7: This goes hand in hand with justice reform -- right now "white collar"

tax fraud by lifetime mobster Manafort is getting very limited sentences calculated in

months. THAT MONEY WAS STOLEN FROM US, THE AMERICAN PEOPLE. Tax

fraud IS MUCH WORSE THAN WEED

TAX POLICY 8: Fuc these wildly wealthy people who are all running charities or

giving to charities that are nothing more than tax dodges. Strip them of their wealth

and make them earn money on a salary where taxes are taken out before they see a

dime. Wage earners get screwed
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TAX POLICY 9: Wage earners have tax taken out before they see their money. As a

result, they pay on a much higher percentage of their income than people that receive

profits or other non wage earnings. THIS IS WILDLY UNFAIR.

TAX POLICY 10: All that money Trump gave to Cohen? He wrote that off. All the

money Trump's daddy gave to him? They hid it from taxation. All the money

Manafort made? He hid it. THIS MUST END WITH THE TRUMP ERA. Tax must be

fair for society to be fair. END SCREED.


